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FanDuel Sportsbook's Same Game Parlay has

been a bonafide sensation in the betting world

since it launched in 2019. The feature has been
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the centerpiece of FanDuel Sportsbook and

launched a million copycats. But does it live up to

expectations?

Ben Smith
23 November 2021,

10:32 The way FanDuel's Same Game Parlay works is fairly

simple: you combine two different results from the

same game into one wager with boosted odds. The

catch? All of your wagers have to hit in order for the

parlay to be considered a win.

For example, if you wanted to combine a game's

moneyline outcome with the over/under, you can do

that and reap big rewards if you're right on both fronts.

It makes every play that much more exciting and has

taken the sports being world by storm.

FanDuel Sportsbook
Innovator of the Same Game Parlay

FanDuel Sportsbook is one of the

countries biggest and best sportsbooks.

Since launching as a daily fantasy operator,

FanDuel has become a household name to

sports fans all over the country. When

PASPA was overturned in 2018, the path

HOW FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAYHOW FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY
WORKSWORKS
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A same game parlay is a parlay wager consisting of

multiple correlated bets from the same game or

sporting event. For example, if you wanted to wager

on Tom Brady to have over 250 passing yards in a

game that has over 50 total points that the

Buccaneers win, you could combine these three

outcomes and stand to win a boosted payout if all

three hit.

Also known as single game parlays, one game parlays,

bet builders, or parlay builders, these types of wager

have become one of the most popular ways to bet on

sports. They’re incredibly exciting and allow bettors to

dig deeper and really invest all of their knowledge in a

single game.

P L AY  N O W FanDuel Sportsbook

review

was clear for FanDuel to launch its own

sportsbook.

Since then, FanDuel and rival DraftKings

Sportsbook have remained atop the food

chain of US online sportsbooks. One way

FanDuel has looked to get a leg up on its

constant competitor has been to introduce

the same game parlay.

WHAT IS A SAME GAME PARLAY?WHAT IS A SAME GAME PARLAY?

SAME GAME PARLAYS ON FANDUELSAME GAME PARLAYS ON FANDUEL
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Bet types like this were already popular overseas, but

the FanDuel Same Game Parlay was a revelation for

American bettors when it was introduced in November

2019. FanDuel was the betting site that really

popularized the same game parlay in the States.

It was an immediate hit, becoming one of the most

popular ways to play on any betting site where it was

available. Fans discovered that the quickest way to

turn a March Sacramento Kings-Orlando Magic match-

up into must-watch television was to create their own

same game parlays.

Since then several competitors have played copycat,

with many introducing their own versions and trying to

ride the wave that FanDuel Sportsbook initiated. I

would argue, however, that FanDuel’s OG offering is

still the best out there.

FanDuel’s Same Game Parlay bets have a wide variety

of sports available and great promotions specific to

same game parlay bettors

Ben Smith
You can bet with FanDuel Sportsbook in the

following states:

Arizona

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK STATES

SAME GAME PARLAYS ON FANDUELSAME GAME PARLAYS ON FANDUEL
SPORTSBOOKSPORTSBOOK
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Users can create their own same game parlays for the

following sports:

NFL

NBA

MLB

Soccer (MLS, International, and Foreign Leagues)

There are a couple of glaring omissions from the list.

Hockey fans will be severely disappointed in the lack

of single game opportunities for NHL games. This is

pretty surprising, considering that the NHL is very

popular and FanDuel even features live streaming of

some NHL games. The addition of Same Game Parlays

for NHL games could make FanDuel Sportsbook the

go-to for hockey fans.

Colorado

Connecticut

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Michigan

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

Tennessee

Virginia

West Virginia

FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY SPORTSFANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY SPORTS
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Additionally, there are sadly no options for same

game parlay betting NCAA events. This is a bit more

understandable, however, as the betting laws can get

a little stickier for college sports, as opposed to pro

sports. Plus, there are so many variables with college

games that creating a well-researched, deep suite of

same game parlay betting options would be tough.

Fanduel Soccer Same Game Parlay

Soccer fans will love the chance to bet on any number of

leagues and tournaments, including the Champions League

Obviously, it's not all doom and gloom. Soccer fans

get a ton of value from FanDuel's Same Game Parlay

offerings. Whether you love rooting for your home

club in the MLS, have a foreign favorite in the Premier

League or Bundesliga, or just get up for the World

Cup, you have tons of Same Game Parlay betting

opportunities readily available at your disposal.

While football and basketball bettors may bemoan the

lack of NCAA sports, NBA and NFL Same Game Parlay

betting is streets ahead on FanDuel compared to

other sportsbooks in the US. Many competitors only

offer surface-level bets, like spread, moneyline, and

over/under bets. FanDuel goes further and allows

quarter/half bets, player props, and alternate lines in

their Same Game Parlay creation.

It's one of the deepest Same Game Parlay

experiences currently available in the US.

FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY FAQ
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How does FanDuel Same Game Parlay
work?

What sports are available for Same Game
Parlays on FanDuel?

Is there bet insurance for FanDuel Same
Game Parlays?

What is a Same Game Parlay?

What other sportsbooks have Same Game
Parlays?

Register with FanDuel Sportsbook, take advantage of

their sign up bonus and get ready to start creating

same game parlays.

1 Sign Up with FanDuel Sportsbook

2 Choose your Game

FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY FAQ

HOW TO SAME GAME PARLAY ON FANDUEL
SPORTSBOOK

https://sportsbooksonline.com/claim/fanduel-sportsbook-bonus
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There are plenty of sports

available to bet on with FanDuel

Sportsbook, but only a select few

offer Same Game Parlay options.

Sports leagues available for this

feature include:

NBA

NFL

MLB

MLS

Premier League

UEFA Champions League

The lack of NHL or NCAA options

may be a bit disappointing, but

this is still as thorough a selection

as you'll find on any online

sportsbook.

3 Make your Picks
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When available, there will be a

Same Game Parlay tab within

each game's menu.

Same game betting markets

typically include the following:

Spread

Moneyline

Over/Under

1st to Score

Half/Quarter Spread or

Moneyline

Player Props

The specifics, of course, will vary

by sport, but these are the most

popular Same Game Parlay

betting markets.

4 Place your Wager
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From here, you just need to place

your wager.

On FanDuel Sportsbook, the

minimum wager is $0.09.

You can also keep your existing

wagers in your betslip if you wish.

Then, you'll be able to bet on the

individual results straight up,

parlay them with outcomes from

other games, or even create

more Same Game Parlays.

This way, you can double down

on any bets you feel passionate

about.

The coup de grace - kick your feet up and watch the

game. If you wish, place some live bets to double

down or hedge against your Same Game Parlay.

Fanduel Sportsbook nba risk free same game parlay

FanDuel Same Game Parlay Insurance

One of the best parts about FanDuel Sportsbook's

spin on the Same Game Parlay is how much support it

5 Watch your Bet Play Out

FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY PROMOSFANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY PROMOS
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receives via ongoing existing customer promotions.

FanDuel frequently offers users risk free bets or

parlay insurance for Same Game Parlay bets. These

promotions are offered across various sports but are

especially common for NFL and NBA bettors.

NFL bettors can expect to receive a bet insurance

offer on at least one game just about every week.

NBA bettors receive this offer a bit more sporadically

due to the different schedules, but they're still very

often.

FanDuel Same Game parlay insurance offers work

pretty straightforwardly. Simply opt-in to the promo

and place a Same Game Parlay wager. There will be a

set of conditions your wager must meet, that include

minimum odds, legs, and stake that will all be readily

apparent when you opt-in to the promo.

If only one leg of the parlay blows everything up,

you'll be refunded your original stake up to a certain

dollar number in free bets.

FA N D U E L  S P O R T S B O O K  P R O M O T I O N S
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One of the fun aspects of creating a same game

parlay is how you can create the game script in your

head. If you have a feel for how the match-up will

unfold, you can really dig in and put your knowledge

to the test.

Here are a couple of my favorite same game parlay

combos on FanDuel and what my thinking is with

each.

Spread + Over/Under - Especially in football

betting when I think one offense is in for a huge

day. If the Bucs are favored by 10 or more in a

game with an over/under of 45 points or less, it's

logical to assume that if they cover such a big

spread that hitting that over will follow suit. Maybe

the Bucs will jump out to a big early lead and their

opponent will get some garbage time points

against a soft defense. There are plenty of ways

for this combination to happen.

FanDuel Sportsbook NBA Risk-Free
Same Game Parlay
BASKETBALL

The FanDuel Sportsbook NBA Risk-Free

Same Game Parlay gets you your money

back if your 3+leg Same Game Parlay bet

loses Read more

POPULAR SAME GAME PARLAYS ONPOPULAR SAME GAME PARLAYS ON
FANDUEL SPORTSBOOKFANDUEL SPORTSBOOK
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Moneyline + Player scoring prop - This I love for

basketball. You can really analyze the narrative

and figure out how a game will unfold. I know that

whenever Steph Curry has an off-shooting night

that I'll bet the over on his point total and for the

Warriors to win because I know he doesn't stay

down for long.

Half-Time + Full-Time Results - For all my fellow

soccer lovers, this same game parlay is perfect.

During the 2020-21 campaign, Manchester United

had a tendency to pull come-from-behind victories

from out of nowhere. As a Liverpool supporter, it

pains me to say, but I made a solid bundle that

season betting Man U to be down at the half, but

be on top when the final white blew. I was usually

disappointed when they won, but I cried myself all

the way to the bank.

At Sportsbooks Online, we'd have to answer this

question with a resounding YES.

FanDuel's Same Game Parlay options go above and

beyond both in terms of betting options and

promotional support. If you have any interest in

constructing Same Game Parlays of your own, we

recommend giving FanDuel Sportsbook a try.

SO, IS FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAYSO, IS FANDUEL SAME GAME PARLAY
WORTH THE HYPE?WORTH THE HYPE?
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P L AY  N O W

AZ/CO/CT/IL/IN/IA/MI/NH/NJ/NY/PA/TN/VA/WV

only.

FanDuel Sportsbook

review

FanDuel SportsbookFanDuel Sportsbook
Risk Free Bet of up to $1,000

OTHER SPORTSBOOKS WITH SAME GAME PARLAYS
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1 POINTS…
2 Risk Free Bets up to

$2,000
C L A I M

2 BET365
Up to $500 in Bet
Credits

C L A I M

3 UNIBET
Risk Free Bet of up to

$250
C L A I M

4 888 SP…
Risk Free Bet of up to

$500
C L A I M

5 DRAFTK…
Deposit Bonus of up to

$1,000
C L A I M

6 BETWAY
Risk Free Bet of up to

$250
C L A I M

7 CAESAR…
Matched Free Bet of up

to $1,001
C L A I M

8 BETMGM
Risk Free Bet of up to

$1,000
C L A I M

9 FOX BET Risk Free Bet up to $500 C L A I M

10 SI SPOR… Bet $10 Get $300 C L A I M

11 WYNNBET
Risk Free Bet up to

$1,000
C L A I M

12 BARSTO…

$10 No Deposit Free Bet
with a 

$1,000 Risk Free Bet
C L A I M
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WHAT IS SPORTSBOOKS ONLINE?

SportsbooksOnline.com is your guide to all the top

sportsbooks the USA has to offer. Our goal is to help

users find the right sportsbook for their needs and

ensure they have a fun and safe sports betting

experience!
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